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ABSTRACT Tinnitus is a perception of sound when no external sound is present. It has seriously affected
patients’ life. Music is an option to relieve tinnitus in clinic, as it can bring enjoyment to listeners. However,
existing music used in tinnitus therapies has limited duration, it is usually repetitively played during the
long-term treatment and may not be helpful for relaxation. Moreover, individualized preferences of patients
are ignored in most cases. Both of themmay hinder tinnitus relief. Although existing methods can synthesize
specific music that has unlimited duration and is not repetitively played, the synthesized music has defects
with pitch mutations and long pitch durations. Moreover, characteristics of these synthesized music have
not been confirmed by tinnitus patients. Therefore, this study presents an automatic method to develop
the specific music based on music segments from existing music and long short term memory (LSTM).
Numerical results indicate that specific music developed in this study not only retains characteristics of
original music, but also overcome the defects above. Besides, a total of 30 tinnitus patients and 10 tinnitus-
free volunteers participated the auditory experiment. Auditory results are consistent with numerical results
and also suggest that tinnitus patients can perceive feelings that are conducive to tinnitus relief after listening
preferred music. Therefore, the developed music presents a possible complement to tinnitus treatment in
clinic.

INDEX TERMS LSTM, music segment, tinnitus, unlimited duration.

I. INTRODUCTION
Tinnitus is a perception of sound without an external
source [1]. Suffering from tinnitus causes mental distress,
sleep disorders, impaired concentration, and other symptoms
that can affect quality of life [2]–[6]. Various kinds of options
can be used for tinnitus relieving [1], yet none is univer-
sally effective. Music therapy is a non-invasive treatment
with no negative side effects [7], and has health benefits
for people [8]. It has gradually become a research focus
in tinnitus treatment, such as Tailor-made Notched Music
(TMNM) Therapy [9], Neuromonics Tinnitus Treatment [10]
and Neuro-music therapy [11]. They are mainly developed
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with the intention of alleviating tinnitus by addressing poten-
tial problems in the auditory pathways [9]–[11].

In addition, music therapy is thought to reduce the emo-
tional consequences of tinnitus [1]. It may promote habit-
uation to the tinnitus by reducing the contrast between tin-
nitus and environmental sound [1], provide sounds that are
soothing to induce a sense of relief from stress or tension
caused by tinnitus [12], or provide sounds that are interesting
with the goal of distracting attention of patients away from
tinnitus [1], [12]. Based on it, we find that there are generally
2 deficiencies in above therapies that may have an impact
on the efficacy of tinnitus relief [13]. On one hand, existing
music used in these therapies is common music. The char-
acteristic of the common music is that it can bring listeners
enjoyment, due to the self-similarity (balance of predictabil-
ity and uncertainty) in internal music [14], yet the duration
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is limited. Treatment is usually long term, for instance,
patients are respectively suggested to listen to music for
3 hours, 2 or more hours, and 25 minutes per day in TMNM
therapy [9], Neuromonics Tinnitus Treatment [10], and
Neuro-music therapy [11]. Duration of each treatment session
generally exceeds that of commonmusic. Therefore, common
music with limited duration is only played repetitively during
long-term treatment. However, repetitive music may have
restrictions on stress reduction because it can evoke memo-
ries and potentially negative emotions, and created unwanted
distraction [13]. On the other hand, tinnitus impact varies
greatly for individuals and therefore, any treatment such as
music, is suggested to be individualized to satisfy diverse
preferences [13], [15]. Especially in stimulating relaxation,
degree of liking for the music rather than specific musical
style appears to be the most crucial factor [16]. However,
single music type is usually used in these treatments, such
as classical music [17] or relaxing music [10]. Individualized
music preferences of patients are ignored in most cases.

When music is selected for tinnitus treatment, it is rec-
ommended that music evoking positive and relaxing feel-
ings [13], and satisfying individualized preferences should
be used [13]. Therefore, we need to explore specific music
to relieve tinnitus. The specific music should has unlimited
duration, retain the property of self-similarity, and be not
repetitively played. In this way, no matter how long tinnitus
patients need to listen to music, we can provide it. In order to
improve the efficacy, we should also consider individualized
preferences of tinnitus patients when we provide the specific
music to them.

In order to explore specific music, preliminary researches
have been conducted to automatically synthesize music based
on chaos [18], [19] or fractal theory [20]. However, there
are 2 defects existed in the synthesized music. Firstly, there
are pitch mutations. Secondly, the durations of pitch are
long, because a large number of same pitch values repeat
consecutively. Both defects cause an uncomfortable feeling
to listeners while listening to music. It is contrary with the
purpose of music therapy on tinnitus, which is substitut-
ing a less disruptive music for an unpleasant tinnitus per-
ception [21]. Although both defects are overcome by the
follow-up research that combines pentatonic scale and chaos
theory [22], the synthesized music is limited to only five
pitch values within an octave. In addition, though the above
methods are able to synthesize diversified and specific music
by modifying parameters, they may not satisfy individual-
ized preferences of listeners. On this basis, in order to sat-
isfy individualized preferences of listeners, Jin et al. [23]
proposed to synthesize music based on the most frequent
melody phrase in existing music and hyper-chaos theory.
Nonetheless, the auditory results indicated that the perceived
repeatability of the synthesized music was higher than that
in [22], due to the limited 7 combinations of melody phrases.
Besides, there is a risk in this method that it will extract
an arbitrary melody phrase from the existing music, if there
is no repetitive phrase detected. Moreover, they ignore the

correlations of adjacent pitch values, unexpected pitch muta-
tions may exist at the connections between two melody
phrases. In summary, defects above hinder the clinical
application of these specific music. Consequently, tinni-
tus patients have not confirmed the characteristics and
effectiveness of specific music developed by previous
methods [18]–[20], [22], [23].

As previously mentioned, existing music has the prop-
erty of self-similarity [14]. Imitating characteristics of exist-
ing music is a desired option for us to develop specific
music. Long short term memory (LSTM) neural network
is a specific recurrent neural network (RNN), which can
reserve historical sequence information in its model struc-
ture for a long period [24]. It has been successfully applied
in many real-world problems involving sequence data, for
instance, travel time prediction [25], speech recognition [26],
and patterns prediction in medical area [27]. In addition,
LSTM has also been applied in automatic music composi-
tion [28], [29]. Therefore, we try to apply LSTM to explore
characteristics of existing music, such as the development
of pitch sequence. The aim of this study is to explore a
new method to automatically develop music based on music
segment (MS) and LSTM. By this method, specific music
is developed with unlimited duration and is not repeti-
tively played. At the same time, different specific music is
developed to provide to tinnitus patients, accordingly it can
satisfy the individualized preferences of them. More specif-
ically, this study plans to achieve the following research
objects:
• Segment original music based on predominant melody
pitch sequence, extract pitch sequence of each MS and
further determine the main pitch sequence that can rep-
resent pitch trend of each MS.

• Design and train 2 LSTM neural networks to predict ini-
tial pitch and pitch trend of following MS, respectively.
Then determine the label of following MS based on
the combination of initial pitch and pitch trend. At last,
develop specific music with these MS following pre-
dicted labels.

• Examine pitch variations, pitch durations and dynam-
ical characteristics of developed pitch sequences, and
compare those of pitch sequences developed with meth-
ods in previous studies. Evaluate the developed music
by auditory experiments with 30 tinnitus patients and
10 tinnitus-free volunteers.

Since listeners report that the major motivational factor
for listening to music is its emotional response [13], 4 cat-
egories of original music were selected for the specific music
development based on 2-dimensional Arousal-Valence (AV)
emotionalmodel [30] to satisfy diverse preferences of tinnitus
patients.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
information of participants and the proposed automatic
method for music development based on MS and LSTM.
Section III describes data, evaluation methods, and statis-
tical analysis method. Evaluation results are described in
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the automatic method to develop music.

Section IV, including numerical and auditory evaluation
results. Section V provides a discussion about the proposed
method by comparisons with previous methods and presents
scope for future work. Section VI concludes the proposed
method in this study.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. PARTICIPANTS
A total of 30 tinnitus patients were recruited in this study,
which was approved by the Ethics Committee of West China
Hospital of Sichuan University. All participants signed an
informed consent form prior to the experiment and were eli-
gible for this study. All participants attended the experiment
at the Speech and Hearing Laboratory, Huaxi Campus of
Sichuan University, Chengdu, China. Among them, the ratio
of male to female is 11:19, average age is 39.67 years
(ranging from 19 to 65), and average time since onset is
65.57 months. The degree of hearing loss was determined
using a measured pure tone average of 500, 1000, 2000, and
4000 Hz. In this way, 7 degrees of hearing loss were [31]:
no clinically relevant hearing loss (≤ 15 dB HL), slight
(≥16-25 dB HL), mild (≥26-40 dB HL), moderate
(≥41-55 dB HL), moderately severe (≥56-70 dB HL), severe
(≥71-90 dB HL), and profound (91 dB HL or greater).
Since music was exposed via a speaker, we only needed to
confirm that they could hear the sound, not specifically which
ear could hear. Thus, when the degrees of hearing loss on
both sides’ ears were different, only the lesser degree was
taken into consideration. The hearing loss degree distribution
of tinnitus participants included in this study is 19/6/3/1/1
(no loss/slight/mild/moderate/severe). The distribution of
tinnitus location is 4/11/13/2 (right ear/left ear/both sides
of ears or head/inside the head), and distribution of tinnitus
severity based on Tinnitus handicap inventory [32] score
is 4/5/13/7/1 (slight/mild/moderate/severe/catastrophic).
The procedures of clinical trial and efficacy for tin-
nitus relief will be described in detail in another
article.

Besides, 10 tinnitus-free volunteers participated the audi-
tory experiment before the clinic trials. Among them, the
ratio of male to female is 4:6 and average age is 34.70 years
(ranging from 23 to 63). All tinnitus-free volunteers attended
the experiment at the Signal and Information Processing Lab-
oratory, Wangjiang Campus of Sichuan University, Chengdu,
China.

B. AUTOMATIC METHOD TO DEVELOP MUSIC WITH
MUSIC SEGMENT AND LSTM
In order to retain characteristics of original music and fur-
ther develop the specific music, an automatic method that
combines MS and LSTM is proposed in this study. The pro-
posed approach is comprised of six main blocks, as depicted
in Figure 1. Original music is segmented based on predom-
inant melody extraction. Then two forms of pitch values are
extracted from every MS and used for prediction. According
to the results of prediction, labels of following MS are deter-
mined and used to develop music. In the following sections,
we describe each block in detail.

1) PREDOMINANT MELODY EXTRACTION
Predominant fundamental frequency (f0) sequence is
extracted from original music with interval 0.01 seconds [33].
It displays zero when only accompany music is performed
and corresponding frequency value when predominant
melody is performed at that time.

In order to simplify the implementation of music develop-
ment, conversions [34] from frequency f0 to Musical Instru-
ment Digital Interface (MIDI) number pitch are implemented
as

pitch = 12× log2(f0/440)+ 69 (1)

where the reference pitch is 69 (A4) and the corresponding
frequency is 440 Hz. In this study, the value of pitch is
regarded as the corresponding MIDI number.

2) MUSIC SEGMENTATION
After predominant melody extraction, parts of predominant
melody and accompaniment are labeled and their durations
are calculated. There are two steps to implement music seg-
mentation.
• Segmentation for predominant melody and accompani-
ment.

A continuous of accompaniments are regarded as an accom-
paniment segment, while a continuous of predominant pitch
values are regarded as a predominant melody segment.
Accompaniment segments only serve as continuations of
predominant melody segments in this study, instead of being
used alone.
• Segmentation based on duration.

Before experiment, we investigated the shortest duration that
people could determine whether they like the music they
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were listening to. Through the Internet, a total of 2004 volun-
teers participated in this investigation. Among them, 12.08%,
31.64%, 27.99%, 24.90%, and 3.39% of volunteers respec-
tively reported that they could make a decision within 5, 10,
20, 60 seconds, and more than 1 minute. In brief, although
most listeners could make a decision within 10 seconds,
almost 88% of them could make a decision after 5 seconds.
Therefore, we try to set the minimum duration of a MS to
5 seconds. Furthermore, in order to get a comfortable tran-
sition at the connections of adjacent MS, we try to start and
end each MS with accompaniments, which respectively last
at least 0.01 seconds. If the duration of a predominant melody
segment is less than 5 seconds, the segment will be extended
with the following segments (including predominant melody
segment and accompaniment segment) in original music until
the duration is longer than 5 seconds, and then it is regarded
as a MS.

3) PITCH EXTRACTION IN MUSIC SEGMENTS
Pitch values (without 0) arranged in chronological order in
a MS are obtained and saved as a pitch sequence (PS) with
interval 0.01 seconds. Two forms of pitch values are extracted
in this section. Firstly, a PS is converted to a simplified pitch
sequence (sPS) that only one pitch value is represented when
there are same pitch consecutively occurring. It is used to pre-
dict the initial pitch of following MS. Secondly, 7 main pitch
values, which are used to predict pitch trend of followingMS,
are extracted from a PS. The process is as follows.
• Find five main pitch values in a PS.

The amount of pitch P after proportional computing in the PS
is denoted as

frag_num_P =
⌊
num_P
frag_all

× 5
⌋

(2)

where bxc denotes the largest integer no more than x, num_P
and frag_all respectively represent the amount of a consecu-
tive pitch P and total number of pitch values in a PS. The sum
of frag_num_P in the PS is denoted as frag_num_s. It may be
not equal to 5 sometimes, due to the operation in (2). The
difference between them is denoted as diff . If frag_num_s <
5, the minimum value in frag_num_P will be added with
diff . Otherwise, the maximum value in frag_num_P will be
subtracted with diff . At last, the 5 main pitch values are
denoted as Note_5.
• Determine the seven main pitch values in a MS.

The initial pitch Note_i and last pitch Note_l in a PS are
significant for measuring pitch trend, however, they will be
ignored if their ratios are significantly lower than other pitch
values. Thus, the result contains seven pitch values, which are
arranged as [Note_i, Note_5, Note_l].
• Determine pitch trend.

Three pitch trends are defined in this study. If the maximum
value is Note_i or Note_l, the trend will be respectively
labeled as ‘‘0.1’’ or ‘‘0.2’’. Otherwise, it will be labeled as
‘‘0.3’’. After pitch extraction, every MS is labeled with the
sum of initial pitch value and pitch trend of the corresponding
MS and denoted as LS.

4) LSTM PREDICTION FOR MUSIC SEGMENTS
• Long short term memory.

Recurrent neural network (RNN) is one of deep learning
model structures that make efficient use of temporal infor-
mation in the input sequence. After RNN training, the inter-
relations between current input and internal states are pro-
cessed to produce the output and to represent the relevant past
information in the internal states [35], [36]. Long short term
memory (LSTM) neural network is a specific type of RNN
which stores the information for long period of time. It has
a more complex structure named LSTM cell in its hidden
layer. The LSTM cell has 3 gates namely input gate, forget
gate, and output gate. With the help of these gates, LSTM
can decide which data to keep or remove from the recurring
data, which can help to overcome the issue of vanishing
or exploding gradient that usually challenges the training
of RNN [24], [37]. Therefore, LSTM neural networks that
permit the information to persist are used in this study to
predict the development of music segments.

According to Heaton, one hidden layer is enough
to approximate the vast majority of non-linear func-
tions [38], [39]. Thus, we only explore two hidden layers at
most in this study. To prevent overfitting, dropout is imple-
mented in both layers and optimal dropout between 0.1 and
1 is searched. The number of epochs tested ranges from
10 to 200, and the model training will be automatically
stopped if its validation loss hasn’t improved in 10 epochs.
The number of batch size tested ranges among 2 to the
power of b (0 ≤ b ≤ 9). The number of neurons in each
layer tested ranges from 10 to 100 with interval 10. Optimal
value of these hyper-parameters are determined separately
by the validation accuracy (mean squared error) and training
duration. The final parameters of models are listed in the
relevant section. To ensure the convergence of LSTM model,
data is normalized to feed into the network. At the end of
prediction process, de-normalization is implemented to get a
real world number.

Two kinds of LSTM models are designed and trained in
this study to predict initial pitch and pitch trend of following
MS, respectively. It should be noted that a set of unique
models are designed and trained specifically for each original
music. Sixty pieces of existing music (duration = 7.40 ±
4.66 minutes) are applied in this study. The training is made
on the previous 80% of each pieces of music and validated on
the following 20%.

• LSTM prediction for initial pitch of following music
segments.

In this section, sPS of original music is input to the corre-
sponding LSTMmodel. The optimal hyper-parameter setting
of the LSTMmodel is to define 70 neurons in the first hidden
layer, which is following with a dropout layer with dropout
rate 0.5 and then feed into a fully connected normal layer
of 1 neuron with a linear activation function for predicting
pitch. The input shape is of 9 time-step with 1 feature (pitch
value) and batch-size is 128.
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Figure 2 (a) shows an example of pitch value prediction and
500 pitch values are displayed in this figure. The predictions
can roughly capture the curve of true testing data. However,
it is predicting in a point-by-point way, which only predicts a
single point ahead each time, plots this point as a prediction,
then takes the next window along with the full true testing
data, and predicts the next point along once again [40]. By this
way, the network does not need to knowmuch about the pitch
sequence itself other than that each next pitch value most
likely will not be too far from the last pitch value. Therefore,
this LSTM model is only used to predict the initial pitch of
following MS. It can avoid pitch mutations at connections of
adjacent MS.

FIGURE 2. Examples of LSTM predictions of (a) pitch value and (b) pitch
trend of MS.

• LSTM prediction for pitch trend of following music seg-
ments.

In this section, 7 main pitch values of each MS that follow
temporal order of original music are fed in the LSTM in the
form of array. The Keras LSTM layer takes the numpy array
of 3 dimensions (N, W, F) where N is the number of training
sequences, W is the sequence length and F is the number of
features in each MS. For this study, W (read window size)
is set as 7 which allows the network to get glimpses into
the shape of pitch trend at each MS and only main pitch
value is the feature. This process enables us to build up a
pattern of sequences based on the prior window received.
The sequences themselves are sliding windows and hence
shift by 1 each time, causing a constant overlap with the
prior windows. Batch-size is determined as 128. The optimal
LSTM model is defined with 50 neurons in the first layer,
which is following with a dropout layer with dropout rate 0.6,
and then feeds into a fully connected normal layer of 1 neuron
with a linear activation function. These steps will be used
to give the prediction of next time step. At each time step,
we then pop the oldest entry out of the rear of the window
and append the prediction for the next time step to the front
of the window, in essence shifting the window along so that it
slowly builds itself with predictions, until the window is full
of only predicted values. In our cases, as our window is of

size 7, it would occur after 7 time steps. We then keep this up
indefinitely, predicting the next time step on the predictions
of the previous time steps, to see an emerging trend. We limit
our prediction sequence to 7 future time steps and then shift
the initiation window by 7 each time, in effect creating many
independent sequence predictions of 7 time steps.

Figure 2 (b) shows an example of pitch trend prediction.
Main pitch values of 30 MS are displayed in this figure. The
red curves, which represent predictions of pitch trend, indi-
cate the LSTM model does appear to be correctly predicting
the trends for a good majority of MS. Therefore, this LSTM
model is used to predict pitch trend of following MS. At last,
the predicted label of following MS is denoted as L_p, which
is the sum of predicted initial pitch value and pitch trend.

5) MUSIC SEGMENT DETERMINATION
As previous mentioned, MS is originally labeled as LS. Then
predicted label L_p is compared with original label LS to
determine the order of following MS. The determination
process is depicted in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. Determination process of following MS.

Among them, L_median is themedian value of LS. In order
to avoid unexpected continuous repetition, after determina-
tion as shown in Figure 3, we try to compare the determined
label with that of adjacent 9 MS before itself. If it is identical
with that of 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, or 9th MS in front of itself, the
following segment will be relocated to an arbitrary segment
with label > L_median. Otherwise, if it is identical with that
of 2rd, 4th, 6th, 8th segment in front of itself, the following
segment will be relocated to an arbitrary segment with label
< L_median.

6) MUSIC DEVELOPMENT
There may be amplitude (volume) rapid changes occurring
at connections of adjacent MS, if we directly splice them.
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It may cause uncomfortable feeling sometimes and prevent
listeners from relaxing [15]. AHamming window is an option
to overcome it. The amplitude of a Hamming window reaches
the maximum value in the middle, gradually decreases on
both sides, and the smallest value does not drop to zero.
A lengthM of generalized Hamming window (w) is designed
by

w = 0.54− 0.46× cos(2× π × (0 : M − 1)/(M − 1)) (3)

The processed MS (MS_processed) is depicted by

MS_processed(n) = MS(n)× w(n) (4)

where MS is the original MS, n is the nth point in the MS or
Hamming window.

Figure 4 depicts the time domain wave of splicing before
and after processing. If there are rapid amplitude changes
at connection of two MS, as shown in subgraph (a) around
9th second, it can be overcome after processing, as shown in
subgraph (b). In terms of auditory perception, volume of a
MS is getting louder and then getting lower slowly until it is
connected to the next MS.

FIGURE 4. Time domain wave of splicing with (a) 2 original MS,
(b) 2 processed MS.

III. DATA AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Five types of representative sPS are compared in this study.
The amount of each type sPS is 60. In addition to the sPS
derived from original music (sPS0) and developed music in
this study (sPS4), 3 types of sPS are generated by previous
methods [18], [19], [23]. They are respectively denoted as
sPS1,sPS2, andsPS3. There are two settings that need to be
explained in advance.
• Pitch range.

Difference between the maximum and minimum value of
pitch is regarded as pitch range (PR) in a piece of music in
this study. Among the 60 original music, the PR of sPS0 range
from 22 to 53.

Developed process of the 3 types of sPS (sPS1, sPS2, and
sPS3) is briefly described in this section. Assume that an
output sequence of a chaos system is Xc, the maximum and
minimumvalues are respectively denoted asXcmax andXcmin.

The target values ofmaximum,minimum, and PR are denoted
asPmax,Pmin, and PR, respectively. Following reference [18],
pitch sequence is generated as

PS = 〈(Xc − Xcmin)/(Xcmax − Xcmin)× PR〉 + Pmin (5)

where 〈x〉 denotes an operation of round off x to an integer.
Following reference [19], Xc is firstly converted to a

sequence Dc of integers from 0 to 9 based on values at the
decimal place (the decimal point right side first) of Xc. Then
pitch values Ps to be selected are from Pmin to Pmax with
interval 〈PR/9〉. Pitch sequence are generated as

PS(i) = Ps(Dc(i)+ 1) (6)

where i denotes serial number in the pitch sequence.
Following reference [23], pitch sequence is developed

based on sPS0. The sPS0 is firstly divided into phrases with
4 seconds duration, because they assumed that a phrase con-
sisted 4 sections and a section lasted 1 second. Then we find
the most frequent melody phrase, develop 7 forms of pitch
combinations based on the most frequent melody phrase,
convert output of a hyper-chaos system to a sequence of
integers from 1 to 7, map different outputs to different forms
of pitch combinations, and obtain the corresponding pitch
sequence.

For comparison, the maximum value, minimum value, and
pitch range of sPS0 are target values. Thus, PR of sPS1, sPS2,
and sPS4 range from 22 to 53, which are same as that of sPS0.
Whereas the 60 sequences of sPS3 are developed with main
phrase from original music, they have smaller PR, which
range from 8 to 50.
• Length of sequence.

Pitch values repeated continuously are considered as one
pitch in sPS. The continuity is reflected in the pitch duration.
The length of sPS0 is determined by the duration of original
music. As duration of each therapy session is set at 30minutes
in clinical protocol. The length of sPS4 is determined by
the corresponding 30-minute developed music. In order to
compare outcome, length of sPS1, sPS2, and sPS3 are same
as that of corresponding sPS4, which is developed from the
same PR or original music with them.

Wemainly evaluate the developedmusic from four aspects.
Firstly and secondly, adjacent pitch variations and pitch dura-
tions of these sPS are compared to examine the existence
of pitch mutations and long pitch durations. The absolute
value of difference between adjacent pitch values in sPS is
regarded as pitch variation (PV) and total duration of con-
tinuously repetitive pitch values in PS is regarded as pitch
duration (PD).

Thirdly, dynamic characteristics of sPS are compared to
measure the self-similarity and complexity. Music is a kind
of 1/f fluctuation, it can merge the randomness and orderli-
ness into a naturally pleasant and attractive whole [41], [42].
In other words, it is self-similar and not repetitive. The power
spectrum S(f ) of pitch fluctuations in music exhibits 1/f
power spectra, varying as f −α (0.5 ≤ α ≤ 1.5) [43], [44].
To examine the self-similarity of pitch fluctuations in these
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TABLE 1. Adjacent pitch variations of different type sequences.

TABLE 2. Pitch duration distributions of different type sequences.

sequences, values of α are calculated. Besides, complexity of
pitch fluctuation is measured. It mainly reflects the mutual
information and distribution in pitch fluctuation [45]. Pitch
value sequences in existing music are examined to have
high complexity [46]. Although traditional entropy-based
algorithms had been applied to quantify complexity of pitch
fluctuation [45], an increase in the entropy may not always
be associated with an increase in dynamical complexity [47].
Therefore, multiscale entropy (MSE) [47] is applied to mea-
sure complexity of pitch fluctuations in multiple time scales
in this study.

At last, 60 pieces of developed music in this study were
subjectively evaluated by auditory experiment.

All data was recorded in Microsoft Excel 2013. Statistical
analysis was performed using IBM Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 19. Possible differences
between two types of sPS were assessed by independent
sample t-test sample. A p-value of <0.05 was considered
statistically significant in this study.

IV. RESULTS
A. PITCH VARIATIONS
In this section, PV distributions of 5 types of sPS are com-
pared and displayed in Table 1. To simplify the results, PV is
divided into 5 categories: 1 (PV = 1), 2 (1 < PV ≤ 5),
3 (5 < PV ≤ 10), 4 (10 < PV ≤ 20), and 5 (PV > 20).
As shown in Table 1, although PV of sPS0, sPS3, and sPS4
are mainly distributed in small value (such as PV ≤ 5),
they are distributed in all categories of PV. While the PV
of sPS1 is only distributed in small value, which may make
the synthesized music sound dull. The PV of sPS2 is mainly
distributed in large value (such as PV> 10), whichmay cause
more pitch mutations than others. More specifically, although
PR of sPS3 is smaller than that of sPS0 and sPS4, PV of sPS3
significantly increases the proportion in large PV. Whereas
PV of sPS4 is basically consistent with that of sPS0.

In order to examine PV in different PR, 3 sPS0 with small-
est (22), moderate (42), and widest (53) PR are selected for
reference. The PV distributions of sPS0 and the correspond-
ing 4 types of sequences are depicted in Figure 5 and consis-
tent with results in Table 1. Furthermore, we observe that as
PR increases, proportion of category 1 in sPS1 decreases and
proportion of category 5 in sPS2 increases.

FIGURE 5. Adjacent pitch variation distribution. Distributions in small,
moderate, and wide PR are respectively depicted in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
columns. Meantime, distributions of sPS0, sPS1, sPS2, sPS3, and sPS4
with corresponding PR are respectively depicted in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
and 5th lines.

B. PITCH DURATIONS
Pitch duration distributions of 5 types of sPS are compared
and depicted in Table 2. To simplify the results, PD is divided
into 5 categories: 1 (PD 0.25 seconds), 2 (0.25< PD 0.5 sec-
onds), 3 (0.5 < PD 1 second), 4 (1 < PD 1.5 seconds), and 5
(PD > 1.5 seconds). As shown in Table 2, PD of sPS0, sPS3,
and sPS4 mainly distributed in category 1. In category 4 and 5,
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TABLE 3. The dynamic characteristics of different type sequences.

FIGURE 6. Pitch duration distribution. Distributions in small, moderate,
and wide PR are respectively depicted in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd columns.
Meantime, distributions of sPS0, sPS1, sPS2, sPS3, and sPS4 with
corresponding PR are respectively depicted in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and
5th lines.

PD of sPS1 has the largest proportion among these types
of sequences. It indicates that long duration of pitch can be
avoided in these sequences except sPS1.

Same as the previous section, PD distribution in different
PR (small - 22, moderate - 42, wide - 53) are examined. As PR
increases, distributions of PD in sPS0, sPS2, sPS3, and sPS4
do not changemuch. However, we observe that the proportion
of category 5 decreases in sPS1.

C. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PITCH FLUCTUATIONS
Dynamic characteristics of pitch fluctuations in these
sequences are examined in this section. As shown in Table 3,
the values of α indicate that pitch fluctuations in all sequences
are according with the fundamental principle of music that is
the balance between repetition and contrast. Besides, values
of entropy in sPS1, sPS2, and sPS3 are significantly different
with that in sPS4 in small, moderate, and large time scales.
Whereas the values of entropy in sPS0 and sPS4 are close,
only different in moderate time scales (p = 0.016).
More specifically, the values of entropy in each time

scales are depicted in Figure 7. The scale factor specifies
the number of data points averaged to obtain each element

FIGURE 7. MSE analysis of different type sequences. Data is given as
average value.

of the coarse-grained pitch sequence [47]. Compared with
others, the entropy values in sPS4 are closest to those in sPS0
and nearly monotonically increases as time scale increases.
Although the values corresponding to sPS0, sPS3, and sPS4
almost overlap at scale 1, the entropy value in sPS3 is
significantly lower than those in sPS0 and sPS4 as scale
increases. Besides, we observe that for scale 1-5, highest
values of entropy are assigned to sPS2 in comparison with
other pitch sequences. Yet the values in sPS2 nearly mono-
tonically decrease after scale 4. The values in sPS1 are always
significantly smaller than that in sPS0 and sPS4 in all time
scales.

D. AUDITIONS
Only music developed with sPS4 in this study is auditioned
by participants to achieve comfortably auditory experience.

1) AUDITORY PROCESS
Each participant completed 15 audition sessions and there
were totally 450 sessions completed by tinnitus patients and
150 sessions completed by tinnitus-free volunteers in this
study.

As previously mentioned, we provided listeners 4 repre-
sentative categories (happiness, anger, sadness, and content-
ment) of music, according to the 2-dimensional AV emotion
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TABLE 4. Results of subjective evaluation for music.

model [30]. Before each audition session, the first 10 seconds
of 4 different categories of music were provided to partici-
pants in a random order. They chose the most favorite one as
preferredmusic after listening based on their own preferences
and used the preferred music for the 30-minute listening.
Music was free of vocals. In order to prevent participants from
falling asleep during the process and not hearing the music,
technicians would wake them up briefly every 10 minutes.
Immediately after listening in each session, participants were
asked several questions about music. The answers to these
questions are used for subjective evaluation for music. The
detail evaluation results is shown in Table 4.

Music was played via a speaker. Tinnitus and tinnitus-free
participants were instructed to lay supine on a bed and listen
in a soundproof room (IAC Acoustic Technology (Shenzhen)
Co., LTD) at Huaxi campus of Sichuan University and in
a quiet room at Wangjiang campus of Sichuan University,
respectively. To ensure that the volume received by each ear
is consistent, the speaker was put on the ground and below
the head. In this study, 5 audition sessions were regarded as a
phase. In the beginning of each phase, volume of music was
determined via listening to white noise. The volume, which
was just out of hearing when patients listening to a clip of
white noise, was regarded as their hearing threshold. Then
in a range above hearing threshold 10 dB A and 15 dB A,
a comfortable and safe sensation level was determined by
participants themselves. It ensured that music was exposed
at low levels where music blends with tinnitus. The sensation
level was tested by a sound level meter (Larson Davis 824).
The volume of the following 4 audition sessions in a phase
remained unchanged, unless participants required.

2) AUDITORY RESULTS
We observed that after most preferred music sessions, both
tinnitus patients and tinnitus-free volunteers reported that
they could not repeat music immediately after listening,
did not hear pitch mutations, and heard similar segments.
The corresponding proportions of sessions were respectively
92%, 95%, and 91% in tinnitus patients and respectively
93%, 86%, and 73% in tinnitus-free volunteers. Although
they chose different categories of music, they could perceive
positive and relaxing feeling after most preferred music ses-
sions. It indicates that developed music in this study is self-
similar, not repetitively played, and free of pitch mutations.
It might evoke positive and relaxing feelings.

V. DISCUSSION
This study proposes an automatic method to develop specific
music by learning regularity of pitch fluctuations in existing
music. The specific music has unlimited duration and is not
repetitively played. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study that combines music segments and LSTM to
develop specific music for tinnitus relief. Moreover, by learn-
ing characteristics of different existing music, correspond-
ing developed music that satisfies individualized preference
of patients can be provided to them. Compared with pre-
vious synthesized music [18]–[20], [22], [23], we observe
that developed music in this study avoids unexpected pitch
mutations and long durations of pitch. Both numerical and
auditory results indicate that the developedmusic satisfies the
requirements of tinnitus music therapy [13].

There are 3 advantages in this study. Firstly, both unex-
pected pitch mutation and long duration of pitch are avoided
in the developed music. Furthermore, various music can be
developed to satisfy individualized preferences of tinnitus
patients. On one hand, the music is developed based on the
inherent regularity of pitch fluctuations in original music.
At the connections of adjacent MS, intrinsic relationship
between adjacent pitch values is considered by LSTM predic-
tion in this study. Thus, we do not observe difference in PV
distributions between sPS4 and sPS0. It indicates that there
is no unexpected pitch mutation in developed music. On the
other hand, the proposed method is developing music based
on MS from existing music. Through splicing, the durations
of pitch in MS are directly used instead of re-designing by
any algorithms or methods. Therefore, there is no difference
in PD distributions between sPS4 and sPS0. And we do not
observe a large proportion of long pitch durations in sPS4
like that in sPS1. Whereas in previous researches, sPS1 are
developed by directly mapping with the value of a chaotic
system after linear processing [18]. Accordingly, in sPS1,
PV between adjacent pitch values are small, and the PV are
generally long, because there are a large amount of same
pitch continuously repeating in the original form of sPS1.
As shown in Table 1 and 2, there are 88.09% of PV dis-
tributing in PV = 1 and 16.29% of PD distributing in PD >
1.5 in sPS1, whereas there are only respectively 57.97% and
1.26% in sPS4. Consequently, music synthesized with sPS1
sounds dull. As PR increases, although the defects in PV and
PD of sPS1 will improve, it is not obvious. Moreover, pitch
mutationswill exist if sPS1 is in a large PR, and too large PR is
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not to be true. At the same time, although PD distribution is
improved in sPS2 through mapping rule adjustment, there are
obvious pitchmutations as PR increases. As shown in Table 1,
there are 36.57% of PV distributing in PV > 20 in sPS2,
whereas there are only 0.31% in sPS4. Thus, sPS2 are only
applicable for synthesizing music with small PR. Another
pitch sequence sPS3, which are developed with transforma-
tions of main phrase from existing music [23], can satisfy
individualized preference requirement. However, it still has
pitch mutations. This is because that though splicing orders
of segments in sPS3 are according with chaotic regularity,
the correlation between adjacent segments (or pitch values)
is ignored. Thus, it may easily cause pitch mutations at the
connection of adjacent segments. Besides, due to the limited
number of pitch values and corresponding duration elements,
theremay bemissing pitch and duration elements in themusic
developed with sPS3, as shown in Figure 6.
Secondly, compared with music synthesized by previous

methods, developed music in this study can bring more
comfortable experience to listeners. In addition to the
improvement in PV and PD, we also find sPS4 has the
higher complexity than pitch sequences developed by previ-
ous methods. According to Table 3 and Figure 7, we observe
that only entropy values of sPS4 increase steadily as time
scales increase. It indicates that sPS4 has the more complex
structure than sPS1, sPS2, and sPS3. Moreover, complexity of
sPS4 is closest to that in existing music (sPS0). Specifically,
we find that for time scale 1, the highest value of entropy
is assigned to sPS2, while the smallest is assigned to sPS1.
It indicates that variability between adjacent pitch values in
sPS2 is largest and that in sPS1 is smallest. It is consistent
with the results of PV between adjacent pitch values, which
indicates that sPS2 has obvious pitch mutations and the PV in
sPS1 are small. The PV in sPS3 and sPS4 are in a moderate
state and similar with that in existing music. Entropy values
of sPS3 and sPS4 are smaller than those of sPS2, and larger
than those of sPS1 in small scales (from scale 1 to 7 as
shown in Figure 7). It indicates that sPS3 and sPS4 are more
regular than sPS2, yet are not as regular as sPS1 in short term.
In large scales, entropy values of sPS4 are always the largest.
It indicates that sPS4 is most uncertain in long term and also
suggests that the developed music is not repetitive. Although
entropy values of sPS4 are generally slightly smaller than
those of sPS0, no significant statistical differences are found
at most scales. Therefore, developed music based on sPS4 has
high complexity, has the balance between predictability in
short term and uncertainty in long term. These characteristics
are consistent with those in existing music. In addition, as the
proposed method in this study is developing music based on
MS, which are obtained from existing music. The coordina-
tion of multitrack is already included in these MS, yet it had
not been researched in previous methods. Therefore, we spec-
ulate that developed music in this study can achieve more
comfortable auditory experience than previous synthesized
music.

Thirdly, this study is an effective advance over previ-
ous related researches, as it is the first time to recruit

tinnitus patients to evaluate developed music. Through audi-
tory experiments, we not only confirm that developed music
is non-repetitive, self-similar, and free of pitch mutations, but
also observe that tinnitus patients could perceive positive and
relaxing feelings after preferred music listening. Although
we only provided participants with music developed in this
study to tinnitus patients for audition, we could speculate the
functional differences between this music and other music in
tinnitus treatment. As previously mentioned, original music
is common music, which is time limited. If we directly
repetitively play it in therapy, it may have restrictions on
stress reduction [13]. Besides, music developed by sPS1 and
sPS2 could not satisfy diverse preferences of tinnitus patients.
It may affect the effectiveness of tinnitus relief and even
be counterproductive [21]. Additionally, pitch mutations and
long pitch durations in sPS1, sPS2, and sPS3 reduce comfort
degree of developed music and also may interfere with tin-
nitus patients. It is contrary with the role of music therapy
in tinnitus, which is substituting a less disruptive background
sound for an unpleasant tinnitus perception [21]. Therefore,
we did not provide music generated by previous methods and
original music to participants. And it can be speculated that
music developed in this study is more effective than them.

The developed music in this study may be an alternative to
tinnitus treatment. On one hand, it may be applied to tinnitus
treatment separately to reduce the emotional consequences
of tinnitus. On the other hand, due to the requirements for
music not to be played repeatedly to reduce stress [13] and
individualized preference consideration [9], [11], it may be
integrated into other music therapies, such as TMNM, Neu-
romonics, and Neuro-music therapy.

However, there are also limitations existed in this study.
In some developed music, the volume of music slowly drops.
It may be detected by some patients as it may be contrary to
their expectations. This study mainly focus on pitch develop-
ment of music but ignores the development of rhythm and
volume. Further research on the combination development
for pitch, rhythm, and volume is necessary for the better
application of music therapy in tinnitus.

The proposed method in this study is automatic and user-
friendly, it may contribute to the effective implementation
in clinic. The developed music in this study is without time
limitation, it may be helpful to tinnitus music therapy for
long term. At the same time, it may be conducive to per-
sonalized music therapy, as it is developing music based on
existing music segments, instead of generating music ran-
domly. It may offer a potential supplement to existing tinnitus
music therapies, such as TMNM [9], Neuromonics [10], and
Neuro-music therapy [11].

VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we apply a new method to develop specific
music automatically for tinnitus music therapy. This method
develops music by learning the mutual information among
pitch sequence in existing music. The developed music can
retain characteristics of existing music. At the same time, it is
without time limitation and not repetitive. Tinnitus patients
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can be provided with music that satisfy their individualized
preferences, and they can perceive feelings that are conducive
to tinnitus relief after listening. It may provide possible com-
plement for tinnitus music therapy in clinic, and is worth
further exploration.
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